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Coetzee'sPostmodern
Animals
"Tnnnr

usED To BEA TIMEWHENwE KNEW.we used to believe that when
the text said, 'on the table stood a glass of water,' there was indeed a
glass of water, and a table, and we had only to look in the word-mirror
of the text to see them both." so remarks Elizabeth costello, a novelist
inv_entedbyJ.M. coetzee for a talk on Realism at Bennington college in
1996 and destined ro.reappear in coetzee's recent tto.toe-ilu,
The Liies of
Animak.r In the earlier incarnation she has flown from Australia to
Appleton college in Massachusetts to receive a literary award that
prompts her to discussthe matter of Realism in literature. "But all that
has ended." She continues, "The word-mirror is broken, irreparably, it
seems.. . . The words on the page will no longer stand up and be
counted, each saying, 'I mean what I mean.' " Buidisintegratibn has set
in even further: "The dictionary, that used to stand besidJthe Bible and
the works of ShakesFeareabove the fireplace, in the place occupied by
the. household gods in pious Roman homes, has become just one
code-book among many." The ramifications for a writer are dir6: "There
used to be a time, we believe, when we could saywho we were. N.w we
are just performers, speaking our parts."2
Risky as it, qray be to use fictional words as if they expressed the
sentiments of their creator, we're not going to get very far in-connecting
with this, or any, author without trying to esta6hsha point of view. And
with someone as slippery as coetzee (a performer speaking his part?),
we need all the help we can get. coetzee setshis new lives of inimals into
the existing framework of his Bennington talk about Realism, retaining
not only Elizabeth Costello, but her son, Appleton College, and the idei
of a public lecrure, but the substance hai been drasically changed.
costello's difrdence about the correspondence between words ind
things-a-legacy of coetzee's years in America as a linguistics graduate
student during the period of structuralism and deconstrirctionmitigates somewhat her powerful moral assertivenessin the earlier
version but functions more quietly in the later where, instead of
literature, she lectures on animal rights.
This diffident assertivenessis perhaps coetzee's most salient characteristic as Postmodern author for whom plaful Realism has necessarily
I THE LI\,'ES OF ANIMAIS, by
I.M. CoeZe. Ed. and with an introduction
Gutman. Princeton Universiry Press.$19.9b.
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he replies, *I can't make an exhaustive list; but they do include
abandoning the support that comes with a certain institutional voice,
the voice of the historian or sociologist or whatever. It entails no longer
being an expert, no longer being master of your discourse."5 In still
other interviews, these notions of play and the inauthenticity, so to
speak, of the author keep resurfacing. He speaks of "an awareness,as
you put pen to paper, that you are setting in train a certain play of
signifiers with their own ghostly history of past inrerplay," and he
wonders whether earlier writers like Defoe felt similarly trapped by
history and culture. Contemporary writers are "like children shut in the
playroom, the room of textual play, looking wistfully out through the
bars at the enticing world of the grownups, one that we have been
instructed to think of as the mere phantasmal world of realismbut that
we stubbornly can't help thinking of as t}re real." Though he doesn't
want to "sound silly" by talking about the muse, writing is an activity cut
off from daily life and propelled by a dynamic of its own, a dynamic that
makes the everyday person who happens to be the author not much
more of an authority about his writings than the reader who reads
them.6 Unsurprisingly, Coetzee has been criticized for his relative
disengagement from politics-unlike
his countrywoman Nadine
Gordimer-and
for not dealing head-on with the turmoil of South
Africa, focusing instead on individual consciousnessin relation to which
South Africa is more background than foreground.
As an academic malgri lui, Coetzee comes of at first glance as a model
of political correctness. He seems to hold the positions that today's
professors are supposed to hold. He is particularly syrnpathetic to
women. In In the Heart of the Country, he even writes as a woman. He can
be hard on male insensitivity and predatoriness.Yet when pressedfor his
"correct"
opinions by interviewers, he has a way of slipping out of their
lassoes,of refining his outlooks and refusing to be tied down. In place
of easy-to-definepolitical positions and polemics, which he dislikes, he
has come to value (I'll put it in quotes, since I'm creating it as a term
here) the "sense of being," a distinctly Heideggerian rejection of
time-and-culture-bound social incarnations in preference for living in
the body, experiencing one's sentience of the moment without cosmic
claims. This is dramatically revealed in his 1983 Booker Prize novel, Life
and Timesof Michael K.7 Its protagonist, whom I would characterize as an
idiot savant,wanders around South Africa during an imagined time of
what amounts to civil war between the minoriry whites and the majority
blacks, largely oblivious of or uncaring about what is going on except
insofar as it impinges on his individual consciousnessas a sentient being.
Mainly concerned simply to survive in personal freedom, literally and
figuratively cultivating his garden without money, home, or health, he
5 Salmagtndi, pp.83, f0f.
6 Doubling the Point, pp. 63, 205.
7 NewYork, 1983.
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Appleton College but they are none too happy to see her, knowing that
she is a difficult and uncompromising person who will soon attempt to
make everyone feel guilty about killing animals and eating their meat.
The son, a professor of physics and astronomy, is wary of her tendencies
toward emotional blackmail, and the daughter-in-law, a professor of
philosophy, finds Costello's viewsjejune. The story is told with uncharacteristic wit and irony, rhetorical modes that coetzee has customarily
avoided but that here serye as intentional feints to throw the reader off
the trail that might identify the author's point of view (which he himself
may not yet have identified). costello informs her audience that she will
skip a concrete recitation of the horrors animals sufer through human
abuse and will confine herself to more general issues.Comparing the
farming of animals for mear and lab experiments to the slaughter of the
Holocaust (with analogies to the gold fillings and ski's for lampshades
culled from the corpses), she remarks: "Let me say it openly: we are
surrounded by an enterprise of degradation, cruelty, and killing which
rivals anything that the Third Reich was capable of, indeed dwarfs it, in
that ours is an enterprise without end, self-regenerating, bringing
rabbits, rats, poultry, livestock ceaselesslyinto the world for the purpose
of killing them." She attacks Plato, Aquinas, Descartes, and Xani for
their views of animals as machines designed for human gratification and
makes an all-out assault on Reason (which is used to justi$, animal
abuse) as a socially sellinterested human construct. "of course reason
will validate reason as the first principle of the uniyglss-\^/hat else
should it do? Dethrone itself?" (But her daughter-in-law will respond:
"Human
beings invent mathematics, they build telescopes, they do
c_alculations,they construct machines, they press a button, and, bang,
Sojoumer lands on Mars, exactly as predicted. . . . Reason provides us
with real knowledge of the real world.")
Costello, like Aldo Leopold, Roderick Nash, and other ecological
thinkers, wants to extend the range of personhood (in var)4ng degrees)
to include animals and is militantly opposed to a cartesian cogito that
favors rational consciousness over animal sentience. "To thinking,
cogitation, I oppose fullness, embodiedness, the sensation of beingnot a consciousnessof yourself as a kind of ghostly reasoning machine
thinking thoughts, but on the contrary the sensation-a hear,iiy affective
ssn521i6n-6f being a body with limbs that have extension in space, of
being alive to the world" (cf. Michael K). You can't feel full of being
wh,en you are confined to a pen with other animals by keepers who
refuse to "think themselves into the place of their victims." Costello's
claim for human ability to think oneself into the other is based on rhis
intuition of a shared sentience of being, but its assumptions are
fallacious and weak, resembling Aldo Leopold's "thinking like a mountain," which turns out to be thinking like a person thinking about a
mountain. Believing that she reallycan share animal feelings, she quotes
with disapproval the philosopher Thomas Nagel on rhe futility of irying
to think like a bat: "Insofar as I can imagine this [how it feels to have
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no less alarming. He recommended vegetarian diets, railed against
"speciesism" (which
ignores the complex lives of other species), and
detailed the extraordinary waste of natural resources involved in feeding
calves twenty-one pounds of plant protein to produce one pound of
animal protein for humans.8 (Even now, the American meat industry is
moving into China, cutting down forests for grazing and introducing
Western diets to a people largely free of the diseasesconnected with the
highly saturated fats of animal-based foods.) There are so many devastating by-products of a carnivorous diet (destruction of trees needed for
oxygen and erosion control, bad human health, pollution from mountains of excrement, production of methane gas, denuding of prairies
from grazing, etc., etc.) that a good casecan be made for limiting it. Yet
even Singer is somewhat turned off by Elizabeth Costello's antinomian
retreat to "feeling" as arbiter of moral action. In a little short story of his
own that he wrote as comment upon The Liues of Animak, Singer remarks
through his fictional stand-in, "When people say we should only
close to that in her lecture-I'm
feel-and at times Costello comes
reminded of Goring, who said, 'I think with my blood.' See where it led
him. We can't take our feelings as moral data, immune from rational
criticism."
Elizabeth Costello's selective derogations of reason and retreat to
soul-saving feeling ignore the fact that not only have standards of
behavior toward animals (apart from industrial farming) improved
during the past century (try harming suburban raccoons, deer, or even
Canada geese and see what trouble you're apt to get yourself into) but
that-to repeat words I have used on prior e662sisns-to be alive is to
be a murderer. Anyone who has witnessedfir,e lions tearing apart a lil'ing
zebra on the Discovery Channel or PBS can hardly be sentimental about
the benignity of animals toward other animals, nor is there any way to
stay alive without killing something else for sustenance. Doubtless, the
more complex the consciousness,the more criminal the cruelty towards
it-and there is plenty of room for improvement. But the Real Original
Sin would seem to be Life itself, which continues only through the
exercise of slaughter and destruction. What are animal rights but the
obverse side of the coin of animal sacrifice, an attempt to expiate the
guilt of simply being alive by making a show of relinquishing a little
power? Whether this is a "good thing" is another matter. A totally
scrupulous moral consciousness might want to consider suicide, the
ultimate gift to Others-because "alive" and "innocent" can'r be put
into the same sentence except as ox).rnoron.
In Coetzee's latest novel, Disgracc,eDavid Lurie, a libidinous white
South African professor, is unapologetic after he seduces an all-too
willing young student, who later charges him with sexual assault.Forced
to resign unless he recants and contemptuous of the political correct8 Peter Singer, Animal Libnation (second edition, NewYork, f990), p. f 65.
s DISGRACE, by
Viking. 923.95.
J.M. Coetzze.
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ness that lies behind the treatment he receives from his university, he
departs from Cape Town and goes to live with his convention-flouting
lesbian daughter, who owns a small farm in a post-apartheid countryside
norc increasingly dominated by majority blacks. After initial feelings of
superiorin' to much of his new surroundings, he begins to work in an
animal shelter run by his daughter's neighbor and gradually finds
himself humbled by pathos and tender feelings toward the dogs being
put to death for lack of any takers. In a shocking episode, the daughter
is raped by three black young men, acquaintances of her black, formerly
socially submerged, neighbors; her own dogs are shot and her father is
set on fire but survives in mostly good shape. Lurie, who loves his
daughter, is fearful of AIDS and pregnancy but the daughter, who
indeed becomes pregnant, acceptsit as an inevitability of the new order
and decides to keep the child. The novel ends with Lurie tenderly
escorting doomed dogs to their death.
What is one to make of all this? There is, after all, no unqualified
spokesperson in either set of fictions. Costello, who emerges as the
impassioned protagonist, is so widely and persuasively criticized, her
arguments so shaky, that it is hard not to wonder what Coetzee is up to
in placing her center stage.And who is the spokespersonfor Disgrace?
ls
it Lurie, whose political incorrectness is treated as abrasive (yet who is
nonetheless rather winning in the current atmosphere of moral blackmail), who functions for most of the novel under a cloud of disapprolal,
"conversion" is
but whose
admittedly regarded with sympathy? (Converhowever,
sion,
to little more than a compassionate dogzapper.) It's
surely not his daughter, whose righteousness is oflputting and whose
willingness to be raped and otherwise violated for the new social order
is less than charming. Is the younger generation necessarilywiser than
the older? Are we really to think that black thugs are more virtuous than
white ones?
What finally can a Postmodern author, an academic intellectual, an
Afrikaner with a mission more cosmically aesthetic than locally moral
(and because of it, criticized by his countrymen) seem to be telling us?
Coetzee's flirtations with political correctness have a nervous and
self-cancelling quality. He recognizes the validity of many of its claims
but he is unable to avoid supplying damaging counter-arguments
through his wide spectrum of characters, who collectively see through
everything. Are vegetarianism or gentle canine euthanasias going to
snatch us from our original sin of being alive? Will accommodating
"progressive"
ourselves to the ine\,itabilities of
history save our alwaysalread,vdamnable souls?Does immersing ourselvesin a bodily sentience
of being rescue us from trendy moral ideas that have a nasty way of
looking corrosive when their currency expires? What's a Postmodern
person-author, reader-to do?
Coetzee seems to have taken on the only plausible role for afin-de-siiclc
skeptical wiseman who seestoo much for his own good. As a Sensitizer
rather than a Doctrinizer he has limned with skill a multiplicity of
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human possibilities, veering toward a handful of what seem like desirable choices but always acutely conscious of the treacherousness of
history and the self-deceptions of human consciousness.His point of
view, his moral stance, are hard to determine, although one sensesa
tentative drift maintained with sails never fully rigged. Looking out for
animals, gnirg new social orders their due, entertaining the claims of
Others, remaining open but unbedazzled-this is consciousness-raising
without doctrine, or perhaps a fine-tuning of the stethoscope by means
of which a Postmodern author listens in-with some anxietv-on the
murmuring heart r,alves of humanity.

